
PRACC 4 16th May 2010- A brief report

Hosted by: Coalhouse Fort MYC

Race Team: PRO Geoff Appleton, ARO Alf Reynolds, Scorer Henry Farley

The forecast for Coalhouse Fort was for westerly at 6 -10 mph with showers.

Luckily the showers didn't come to much but the wind did.

You've heard it before but this is one of the worse directions for this site and I've never seen it in
all the years I have sailed there.

Race Officer Geoff Appleton, with Assistant Race Officer Alf Reynolds, initially set a starboard
rounding course consisting of a rectangle followed by a triangle using a windward mark, a wing
mark and a pair at the leeward end. For the triangle the wing mark was omitted.

With initially 16 boats of 5 distinctly different designs, from 11 clubs, 2 heats were used and
seeding heats were won by Lester Gilbert and Trevor Binks with Dave Andrews and Colin Trower
in second places.

Unfortunately John Smith never made it to the water, his winch decided that it was not going to
play and despite various skippers attempts at diagnosing the problem it wasn’t having any of it.

Later Allan Oxlade’s jib boom lost a battle with the steel edge of the lake in a gust as he was
taking the boat out, and snapped in half, but as is the spirit of the PRACC series both skippers
put their personal disappointment behind them and helped out the race team with observing.

“All Clear”



The previously mentioned wind direction made the mornings sailing a little down to fortune, and
Geoff was forced to change the course a couple of times before the wind settled down in the early
afternoon. Geoff was proved right in his decision to keep a longer final leg to the finish, as
although the wind was a bit variable it gave some close finishes.

Race 2 was won by Colin Trower followed by Tony Guerrier and Lester. By now the writing was
on the wall as Colin never placed lower than 3rd, which he discarded, for the remaining races.

Race 3 was won by Lester but his results fell away to some extent in later races, the far travelling
Derek Priestley took second place in Race 3 which stood him in good stead at the end.
Race 4 saw Colin at the front again followed by Trevor Binks and Race 5 was another win for
Colin but now Derek was going well and finished 2nd.

Races 6 & 7 were both won by Derek with Colin 2nd.

There was generally close racing throughout the fleet and some runaway wins though if those
were in heat B they only gained promotion not points.

At the final count Colin won handsomely and Derek's late charge brought him up to second place
with Lester a close third.

Colin Trower leads Dave Andrews & Trevor Binks around the mark



It would not be a proper PRACC report without mention of some of the “incidents”, we could
withhold the names to save embarrassment, but where’s the fun in that!

1
st

to be named and shamed is Richard Uttley; who whilst vying with Joe Binks for the lead round
the downwind mark, was heard to call out loudly for water attempting to take Joe and himself
round the mark to starboard. Joe protested in amazement as the rest of the fleet took the mark to
port! Richard replied with various words, (which I assume were nautical terms) and apologised to
Joe. He then did a couple of turns, got stuck in irons and finally rounded the mark in last place.

2nd name on the board of shame is John Hayston, who, after a fantastic race was leading by a
good distance. Unfortunately not being used to leading, the pressure got to John as he rounded
the wrong mark and triumphantly crossed the finishing line. His fellow competitors, spotting his
mistake took advantage and sailed past him in the other direction. John realised his mistake and
turned around just too late to gain the 4

th
place and promotion into A fleet. This alongside rig

failure and winch problems probably summed up John’s day, although he kept a smile on his face
all day.

The Eastern District Championship is open only to members of Eastern District clubs and as the
only one to qualify, Vernon took the title. Hopefully next year will see some more challengers.

Congratulations to Colin on his win, although the final results show that Derek was not far behind,
and maybe the positions may have been reversed if the forecasted win had been there all day.

A big thank you to Geoff Appleton and Alf Reynolds for keeping the day moving, I am sure that I
am not alone in thanking you as I drove up the road just as the heavens opened.

The racing was tight all day



The full results are below:

Next Round: “Up North” at West Kirby June 13th, see you all there.

Report: Henry Farley, Darin
Photo’s: Henry Farley


